Ebola Overview and PPE Training for FD/PD/ESU/EMS Partners
Session 1: 1:00 PM (13:00) to 3:00 PM (15:00)
Session 2: 4:00 PM (16:00) to 6:00 PM (18:00)

EMS Call Audit with focus on Stroke
7:00 PM (19:00) to 9:00 PM (21:00)
Food will be provided.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
PLEASE DO NOT THROW ANY ITEMS: such as dirty sheets, waste, discarded materials into former EMS Backboard storage room, that room is on the right side (as you Enter) the ambulance entrance way. THAT ROOM (as part of our Ebola preparedness plan) NOW HAS A SHOWER AND IS A DRESSING ROOM for POST EXPOSURE HEALTH CARE WORKERS -INCLUDING YOU - TO DO A FINAL CLOTHING CHANGE AND SHOWER AFTER EXPOSURE TO POSSIBLE EBOLA PATIENT.
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